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Organizational corruption

- Structure of GBs and IFs facilitates corruption
- Little to no accountability
- Linked to competition corruption
  - Salt Lake City Olympics
Organizational corruption

- Competition bids
  - FIFA World Cup 2018 and 2022
    - Diakite v. Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) (CAS 2011/A/2433)
    - Adamu v. FIFA (CAS 2011/A/2426)
    - Fusimalohi v. FIFA (CAS 2011/A/2425)
Organizational corruption

- Election scandals
  - 2011 FIFA election bribery scandal: *Mohamed Bin Hammam v. FIFA* (CAS 2011/A/2625)
  - World Chess Federation Election Scandal: *Karpov v. FIDE* (CAS 2010/O/2166)
Organizational corruption

- Financial mismanagement
  - Limited role for CAS so far
    - Urso & Casadel v. IOC
  - Poor results when addressed internally
    - FIFA ISL bribery scandal